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y name is Mel. I am a
male-to-female
transgender in my mid
thirties. I want to believe that life is
beautiful, but as I become older I
realise, more strongly each day, that
it is not. Life is full of lies and pain.
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Even now I relive my memories
every day and I have
nightmares every night.

Every morning I wake to my routine, coffee, breakfast, life. I follow a routine but I can't find
the purpose of my routine. What is my reason to live? I ask myself this every day and I
never find an answer.
When I was eighteen I lived in Osaka in Japan and worked in a trans club. They called us
'ogama' (transgenders). I learned how to use make-up, how to dance, how to drink and
how to make men happy to spend their money on me. I learned the night life. I was young
and I couldn't see how shallow and pointless it all was. I didn't know what my life could or
should be.
... lately my life has become a
little better than before.

I never miss those times. I can't handle that kind of existence any more, but at least in
Osaka there were many places for us to go. In Sydney there is only one, the Taxi Club. Or I
could mix with the straight guys and girls and pretend to be one of them. But I don't.

Part of the reason I stopped going out is that for the past two and a half years I have been in prison, a maximum security men's prison.
It was a dreadful experience which has left wounds I do not think will ever heal.
In the male gaol I went through extra punishment, physically, mentally, emotionally. I didn't expect it to be easy but I didn't expect to be
raped more than twenty times.
I didn't expect the physical as well as the sexual violence. I was terrified most of the time and only exhaustion brought me sleep.
I'm not asking for sympathy. I don't need sympathy. My ordeal was real, and it lasted for thirty months, day and night. Nobody could
protect me and nobody can protect me from my memories.
Even now I relive my memories every day and I have nightmares every night.
I have been told that God gives us all a different size bowl of pain. Some people are lucky to have a small bowl. I think God must think
me very strong to give me such a big one.
My life is not over. I will live every day and lately my life has become a little better than before. I will try to forget my life in prison and the
people who sent me there.
But I will not forget anything until I have written my book about prison life and how it changed my world.
I will keep looking for work and hoping for a chance to live well.
And I still want to believe that life is beautiful.
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